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Abstract

The purpose of this project was to evaluate the use of a clinical reminder system to increase the incidence of patients born between 1945 and 1965 who are offered screening for Hepatitis C Virus (HCV). A clinical reminder form was utilized to prompt primary care providers to offer screening for HCV. Pre-implementation and post-implementation data were collected via retrospective chart review. Data was analyzed to compare patients who were offered testing for HCV pre- and post-implementation of the clinical reminder system. In the pre-implementation data that was collected, 238 patients out of the 600 randomly collected met inclusion criteria of being born between 1945 and 1965. Of these 238 patients, only four were offered screening for HCV prior to implementation of the project. In the post-implementation data, 248 out of 600 patients met the inclusion criteria of being born between the ages of 1945 and 1965. Of these 248 who met inclusion criteria, 211 were offered screening for HCV. This resulted in 85% of patients who were offered screening for HCV post-implementation versus 2% pre-implementation. The results of the study showed that the use of a clinical reminder system was effective in increasing the number of patients who were offered screening for HCV.

Introduction

Hepatitis C virus (HCV) is the most common blood-borne pathogen in the United States (US). According to Gardenier, et al. chronic HCV is estimated to be the cause of 27% of the cases of liver cirrhosis and 25% of the cases of hepatocellular carcinoma worldwide [5]. In 2013, the total cost of disability of chronic HCV infection, due to complications of advanced liver disease and cirrhosis, was estimated to be $6.5 billion in the US [5]. Approximately 75% of the HCV disease burden from treatment and disability is found in the population born between 1945 and 1965 [5]. Those born between 1945 and 1965 are referred to as the birth cohort. As the population born between 1945 and 1965 age and the HCV infected population develops complications, it is expected that the cost of HCV disability is expected to rise with a 40% increase by 2024 with a peak of $9.1 billion [5].

According to the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) about 3.5 million Americans are currently living with HCV and roughly half are unaware of their infection [1]. The CDC reports that HCV associated mortality is increasing and is now the leading cause of death among all infectious diseases, with a record high 19,659 deaths occurring in 2014 [1]. The CDC also found that in 2013, the number of deaths associated with HCV was greater than the combined number of deaths resulting from 60 other infectious diseases, including Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV), pneumococcal disease, and tuberculosis [1]. Because HCV often has few noticeable symptoms, it is expected that the number of new cases of HCV is likely much higher than what is reported. The CDC reports that due to limited screening and underreporting, the number of new cases of HCV is estimated to be closer to 30,000 per year [1].

Efforts to increase screening and detection of HCV, as well as timely referral for treatment, are important, so as to decrease the chronic disease of patients with HCV, and to reduce the burden it will place on healthcare resources. According to Gardenier, et al. with chronic HCV infection, the liver parenchyma becomes more fibrotic, and complications such as coagulopathies, reduced protein synthesis, and disrupted homeostatic balance occur, resulting in ascites and volume overload [5]. Chronic HCV progresses to liver cirrhosis and end-stage liver disease, and puts the patient at an increased risk to develop hepatocellular carcinoma. Gardenier, et al. report that liver transplantation needed due to HCV complications is not expected to keep up with the anticipated increased demand, as the number of HCV related complications rise [5].

According to Gardenier, et al. there have been advances in HCV treatment that have resulted in medications that are better tolerated, of shorter duration, and more efficacious. These new treatments are now allowing patients to be cured and decreasing the morbidity and mortality associated with chronic HCV [5].

Patients are not always willing to tell their healthcare provider all their true lifestyle risk factors for HCV and are often asymptomatic, which is why many patients are unaware of their HCV status. A risk-based approach may miss detection of a significant proportion of HCV patients in the birth cohort, because of a lack of patient disclosure or knowledge about prior risk status. In 2012, the CDC recommended one-time screening for all patients born between the years 1945 and 1965 [2]. In 2013, the United States Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF) also recommended screening for HCV in patients at high-risk for infection and a one-time screening for HCV to patients born between 1945-1965 [13].
Research studies have shown that adherence to HCV screening recommendations are low. Linas, et al. report that despite HCV screening recommendations by the CDC and the USPSTF and despite new therapies for HCV only 1%-12% of individuals are screened in the US for HCV infection [6]. A retrospective chart review was performed, in which researchers sought to determine the frequency with which patients are screened for HCV, in order to evaluate the benefits and costs of future interventions to expand HCV screening [6]. The researchers utilized the Kaiser Permanente data repository to investigate HCV antibody screening. In the study 444,594 patients met inclusion criteria of being in the birth cohort. Of those patients, only 14.4% were ever screened for HCV. This research analysis demonstrated the lack of screening for HCV in the birth cohort, despite recommendations.

Southern, et al. performed a prospective cohort design study in primary care clinics to examine the associations between patient-level, provider-level, and visit-level characteristics and adherence to an HCV screening protocol. Several barriers to adherence with screening recommendations by providers were found, including knowledge base, attitudinal, and external barriers [12]. Examples of these included lack of awareness or familiarity with guidelines, lack of agreement with guidelines, lack of motivation and time, or environmental barriers. In this study, after the providers went through education on the importance of screening, the adherence rate of screening went up only by 36.1%. Adherence with the HCV screening protocol was low, which suggests that attitudinal and external barriers must be addressed in order to obtain maximal adherence to screening recommendations.

Ferrante, Winston, Chen, and De La Torre found that primary care providers have insufficient knowledge about screening and counseling for chronic HCV [4]. A cross-sectional mail survey was used and the results indicated that physicians in academic settings were more likely to screen for HCV, providers with over 20 years of experience had lower knowledge of screening for HCV, and providers who were in practice for five or fewer years had more knowledge about screening and increased screening rates. The study concluded that further education for providers regarding HCV screening recommendations is needed.

Ona, Papafragkakis, and Pan performed research that identified barriers to screening [9]. The authors searched electronic databases to identify articles published from 2008 to 2014 on risk-based and birth cohort hepatitis C screening programs in order to better understand the challenge of screening and linkage to care. Patient related barriers included fear of knowing, a low perceived risk by the patient, lack of rapport with the provider, and feeling judged and stigmatized. Healthcare provider related barriers included lack of knowledge regarding screening guidelines. Primary care providers’ knowledge deficits may be attributed to limited training, lower caseloads, and consequent lack of confidence to start HCV treatment. The study showed that a large percentage of providers lacked knowledge regarding HCV screening guidelines, which in turn was associated with decreased incidence of HCV screening.

Sidlow and Msaouel performed a retrospective chart review looking at rates of HCV screening [10]. The researchers then designed an HCV testing decision support module that was incorporated into the electronic health record. This HCV testing decision support module triggered an automatic HCV testing order if a patient was eligible for HCV screening and had not been previously tested. The rate of HCV screening for eligible patients born in the birth cohort, and without previously documented HCV test, significantly increased from 11% to 46% after implementation of the electronic HCV testing module.

Littwin, et al. performed a serial cross-sectional evaluation of two community-based interventions designed to increase HCV testing in urban primary care clinics [7]. The researchers compared a risk-based approach intervention versus birth cohort screening intervention rates. Both interventions were associated with an increased proportion of patients tested for HCV from 6% at baseline to 13.1% during the risk based screener period and 9.9% during the birth cohort period. The researchers concluded that two simple clinical reminder interventions were associated with significantly increased HCV testing rates.

Southern, et al. performed a study using a cross-sectional design with retrospective electronic medical records to examine the associations between patient demographic and clinical characteristics, testing for anti-HCV, and anti-HCV positivity [11]. The study results concluded that providers test patients with known risk factors for HCV more than they test those in the birth cohort. However, the majority of HCV positive patients identified (73.3%) were born in the high prevalence birth cohort. These results indicate the importance of testing patients in the birth cohort and not just patients with risk factors for HCV.

Eckman, Talal, Gordon, Schiff, and Sherman performed a Markov state transition model to examine screening of an asymptomatic community-based population in the US and also did a data review of why clinicians and the public are not following HCV screening recommendations [3]. Eckman, et al. reported that data suggest that up to three-quarters of HCV infected patients have yet to be identified [3]. Some reasons providers are not following the recommended guidelines include lack of provider and public awareness, limited time for discussion with patients due to implementation of the many guidelines primary care providers are asked to pursue, chaotic clinical settings, and perceptions of limited efficacy and significant side effect profiles of treatment.

The purpose of this project was to increase the incidence of HCV screening in those born between 1945 and 1965. Most individuals are unaware that they are infected with HCV, because the HCV infected patient usually remains asymptomatic for years. Patients born between 1945 and 1965 have remote risk factors for HCV and, of those infected with HCV most have been infected for over 10 years and are asymptomatic [5]. Prevalence in the 1945 and 1965 age range is four times that of the general population. The increased urgency to screen is because as the birth cohort continues to age, the development of complications is expected to accelerate, leading to increased disease burden.
The burden of HCV on the health care system will continue to increase, due to the increased complications associated with advanced liver disease and cirrhosis.

Primary care settings offer an important opportunity to incorporate HCV screening into routine visits, in order to diagnose patients with HCV earlier, so that they may seek treatment sooner. When patients are made aware of their HCV status earlier, and are able to seek treatment sooner, this will result in reducing the costs of HCV related disabilities that occurs when patients develop HCV complications.

**Methods**

**Clinical Question**

Does implementation of a clinical reminder system increase the incidence of HCV screening by primary care providers?

**Study Design**

This study is classified as a descriptive study with a retrospective correlational design. The study measured the relationship of using a clinical reminder system to remind providers to screen for HCV, in patients born between 1945 and 1965, by evaluation of testing frequency pre and post implementation. This project was approved by the facility’s Institutional Review Board (IRB) as well as the University’s IRB. Relevant research was conducted and data was obtained after a thorough literature review. Critique of the literature and data was performed. Based on the literature review, it was felt that screening adherence for HCV in primary care clinics is low and there was sufficient research to pilot the clinical reminder system to remind providers to offer HCV screening in the primary care clinic.

**Ethical Considerations**

Prior to project implementation, the project was approved by the IRB at the University and the institutional IRB for the practice site. Because of the retrospective chart review design, this project did not involve substantial risks to the participants. The name of the participants, as well as any other identifying information, was removed prior to data collection. Identifying information was not directly linked to the data or research results in order to ensure minimal or no risk of patient identification. Furthermore, the data was not presented in any way that would compromise the confidentiality of the participants. Analysis of the data did not occur until all portions of the dataset were de-identified.

**Setting and Participants**

This study was conducted within a primary care office setting in Louisiana. This clinic population is diverse in race, ethnicity, and socioeconomic status. The clinic providers include six physicians, three nurse practitioners, and one physician assistant. The clinic serves between 500-1000 monthly.

In 2014, in the city where the study was performed, there was a population of 198,242 people with the average age being 35.2 years old. According to the Department of Health and Human Services it is estimated that 70,700 people in Louisiana are infected with HCV [8]. Of these, 50,000 will go on to develop chronic Hepatitis, and 10,000 will develop cirrhosis. It is estimated that 150 Louisiana residents annually die from chronic HCV, and that 3,000 are candidates for costly liver transplants. The number of new HCV cases in Louisiana is increasing. According to the Louisiana Department of Health and Human Services the number of hospitalizations due to HCV increased from 2,337 in 1999 to 7,634 in 2014 [8]. The overall rates of hospitalized Hepatitis C patients were 186.7 per 100,000 males and 105.6 per 100,000 females, with the highest rates seen among those in the 45-64 year-old age range [8].

**Instruments**

A clinical reminder form was used in this project to alert the provider of the need for HCV screening. The form was placed on every chart by the front desk staff. The form asked if the patient was born between 1945 and 1965, and a space was provided for the provider to check yes or no. The second question asked if HCV testing was offered, and a space was provided for the provider to check yes or no. The data collection form for the pre and post chart reviews included the patient’s gender, age, birth year, insurer, whether the patient was offered HCV screening.

**Resources Needed, Project Budget, and Justification**

The clinical reminder form was submitted to a local printer service for copying purposes. The clinical setting was supplied with 1000 copies of the clinical reminder form upon program implementation.

Time requirements of the primary care providers and employees of the clinic were estimated and factored into the cost of implementation. The time requirement for the front desk staff was approximately one to two minutes per chart. The front desk staff was responsible for putting the clinical reminder sheet on all patients’ charts that checked in for an appointment during the month of April 2016. The provider then spent three to five minutes of time informing the patient on the recommendations for screening and answering any questions that the patient might have about the test. If the patient agreed for screening, the nurses then took one to two minutes to key the lab test into the system. The estimated noted time this project took per patient was seven to ten minutes, which was donated by the clinic staff. There were minimal additional costs required for the development, dissemination, and evaluation of this scholarly project.

**Data Collection and Procedure**

Convenience sampling was used in this project. Charts were reviewed and data collected for patients serviced at the clinic between the dates of February 1, 2016 and April 30, 2016. During this time, patients treated at the clinic prior to implementation of the clinical reminder system, were included in the pre-implementation group. This entailed the random selection of 600 patients serviced in the clinic within the time period of February 1, 2016 through February 28, 2018. During the auditing process, gender, age, birth year, insurance status, and whether or not a screening for HCV was offered was collected.
The sample size of 600 patients was selected, as that was the average number of patients treated at the clinic over the prior three months. No power analysis was needed. Inclusion criteria for the project included being born between the years of 1945 and 1965. Exclusion criteria were if the patient was not born between the years of 1945 and 1965.

A clinical reminder sheet to screen for HCV was placed on all charts for patients treated within the timeframe of April 1-30, 2016. This served as a reminder for the primary care provider to offer HCV screening. The front desk staff was responsible for putting the clinical reminder form on each chart when the patient checked in during this time period.

Patients serviced at the clinic during April 1-30 2016, following the implementation of the clinical reminder system, were in the post-implementation group. On May 1, 2016, the retrospective chart review started, the charts of 600 patients treated during this timeframe were retrieved for review. The charts of the selected patients were reviewed in the same way that the pre-implementation charts were reviewed. During the chart review process, demographic data including gender, age, birth year, insurance status, and whether screening for HCV was offered was noted.

Clinic charts were reviewed to collect patient demographic information and to determine whether or not HCV screening was offered. In addition, demographic data was collected via the clinic computer charting system. A retrospective chart review was performed using a data collection tool. All data obtained was then entered into SPSS 22 software for data analysis. Demographic variables were obtained using descriptive and frequency statistics. Group difference between pre and post implementation data was assessed using the chi square test of independence. The level of significance was set at $p < 0.001$.

**Participant Characteristics**

In the pre-implementation data that was collected, 238 out of 600 patients met inclusion criteria of being born between 1945 and 1965. In the post-implementation data, 248 out of 600 patients met the inclusion criteria of being born between the years of 1945 and 1965. Based on inclusion criteria of being born between 1945 and 1965, there was a total sample size of 486 patients. Characteristics of the pre-implementation patients were an average age of 61.9 years/old, 76 males, and 162 females. Characteristics of the post-implementation patients were an average age of 62.1 years/old, 63 males, and 185 females. Characteristics of the total 486 patients who met inclusion criteria include an average age of 62.17 years old. The payer mix of the group consisted of Aetna, Blue Cross, Cigna, Coventry, Health Plus, Humana, Medicare, Tricare, United, and Vantage Health Plans. There was no Medicaid or self-pay patients included.

## Results

The primary outcome measure of this study was whether or not HCV screening was offered to patients during their clinic visit. A chi square test was used to determine the frequency and percentage of proposed screening.
In the pre-implementation group of 238 patients, only four were offered screening for HCV prior to implementation of the project. In the post-implementation group of 248 that met inclusion criteria, 211 were offered screening for HCV. This resulted in 85% of patients being offered screening for HCV post-implementation versus 2% pre-implementation. A statistically significant difference was seen in the incidence of HCV screening offered between the two groups ($X^2(1, N = 486) = 351.490, p=.000$). This finding also bears clinical significance (Table 5). The results of this project showed that the use of the clinical reminder system to remind providers to screen for HCV was effective. The Iowa Model of Evidence-Based Practice to Promote Quality Care was the framework for this study. After completion of the project, the investigator evaluated if the project met the objectives of the study. Results of the chart review pre-implementation revealed there were minimal patients that were offered screening for HCV before implementation of the clinical reminder system. However, with the clinical reminder system in place, there was a statistically significant number of patients that were offered screening for HCV. Upon evaluation, this project did meet the main objective that showed the use of a clinical reminder system increased the number of patients that were offered screening for HCV.

**Discussion**

This project evaluated the implementation of a clinical reminder system in a primary care setting on the incidence of HCV screening offered. The results were impactful, in that the number of patients born between 1945 and 1965 that were offered screening for HCV significantly increased with the use of the clinical reminder system. Of these patients that were offered screening post-implementation of the clinical reminder system, 5 out of the 211 were positive for HCV, which has resulted in a statistically significant difference in the incidence of HCV post-implementation versus 2% pre-implementation. A huge burden on the healthcare system, it is important to increase awareness of the HCV screening recommendations. Advanced Practice Registered Nurses can play a key role in educating other providers and patients on the importance of increased screening for HCV.
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